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EDITORIAL
TEE PERILS OF BEING A NEWSLETTER EDITOR
Getting out this little
'publication
is no vicnic
...
If I print jokes^
the readers will say I'm
silly,
If I don't,
then they'll
say I'm too
serious;
If I print
smut, they'll
say my mind, is in the
gutter,
If I don't,
they'll
say I'm not into the spirit
of
> a I;

If I edit someone else's
writing,
I -m toy
critical,
If I don't,
then I must be
asleep;
Likely
as not, someone will say I must have
plagiarized
this from some other
publication
I olid. . . .
... well no I didn't
Not really
- someone gave it to me.
(With apologies to the Hon. Editor of New Zealand Soil News, with
apologies to
n!)
Seriously, having noticed the change in presentation of this most
august publication, the reader would be aware that another Branch
has taken on the role of Federal Council for another two years. The
Riverina Branch is the youngest, the smallest and possibly the most
dispersed of all Branches. It rotates its Executive between the main
research centres at Griffith, Leeton and Yanco. Deniliquin, and Wagga
Wagga. Normal activities that have successfully overcome the problem
of the considerable distances travelled for meetings, include a full day
meeting at each centre, usually based upon a theme for that day. A
further feature of these meetings has been to cover a whole range of
soil related (some relations have been rather dubious) topics and to
involve other workers in the region.
Other Branches may care to discuss their overall range of activities
in forthcoming issues of Soils News.
As the reader will notice in the Financial Statement from the past
year's Hon. Federal Treasurer, the publication and consignment of Soils
News takes a considerable proportion of Federal funds. Further, an
analysis of the list of members accompanying this issue will show that
Soils News has a wider circulation than a certain Journal of the same
discipline, despite efforts in the past to encourage members to support
it by subscriptions as well as contributions. One would have to agree
that the potential of Soils News is probably not being exploited to the
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fullest by its members.
!;; an attempt to increase ini. ore;-fc and nart iripation in this, your
Societv's own regular publication, the reader will find several new
sections within. However, as Honorary editors are not se1ected/chosen/
blessed with clairvoyance the final result will remain in vour hands!
Soils News is a mirror of this Society,
Have you looked

lately?

r K ;_ J 1 b e s. i d Cc-ODAb ..
In this, my first letter to members of the Society, 1 would I ike
at the outset to thank members of the out-going Federal Council tor
their activities on behalf of the Society during the nasi two years.
iiiere lias been much talk concerning a joint A us t ra 1 i an /hew Zealand
Journal of Soil Science and much correspondence between our two societies,
'lie New Zealand Society invited the "resident of our Society to
be
present at their Annual Conference.
1 attended this meeting in August
and nrior to that 1 had a week in the North island as guest O'L the
Society.
in going as a representative, one has to give the hosts a nicture
o! one's own Society and to find out something of theirs. The comparisons can. be very illuminating.
The Mew Zealand Society holds an Annual
Conference which,because of the; smaller distances, a significant proportion of the total membership can attend.
This gives the Society a sense
of identity which 1 do not think w e , with our much longer distances,
Federal Constitution and far fewer Conferences, can ever hope to achieve,
We can, however, keep more in touch with each other bv using, Soils News
far more as a vehicle for news, views and live comment.
In August too, we had the meeting Commission 1 of the International
Soil Science Society at the Waite Institute.
This was a rewarding conference with about one quarter of the delegates coming from overseas. 1
was struck by the breadth of the activities of Soil Scientists even in
this specialised group - one of seven Commissions of our International
Society.
It illustrates that Soil Science is not just an academic discipline.
It is relevant to our world today. h'e as Soil Scientists and
as individuals have views on all matters which mav affect our life in
the future.
I do not think, however, that we are sufficiently involved, or that
our voice is heard, in matters which concern us and about which we have
expert knowledge. There are many ways in which we can express our opinions and one of them is bv the medium of Soils News.
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FEDERAL COUNCIL NOTES
Award by this Society to authors under 35 years.
Following a lack of interest in, or incentive to submit essays
for the Student Prize in recent years, it has been suggested that
the Society institute an award for outstanding research in Soil
Science. Federal Council has proposed a medal and cash emolument
for the most meritorious paper published in A.J.S.R., annually, by
an author who is not older than 35 years at time of submission.
Following earl;/ returns from branches, a further proposal will be
submitted to Branches, encompassing the wide range of ideas presented to date.
I.S.S.S. Logo
Your Branch Secretary will be receiving a sheet containing a
series of possible logos that has been forwarded for suitable comments from Australian members. As an early response has been requested by the Secretary-General, your early attention is invited.
For those artistically Inclined, the design of a suitable logo
for our own Society would be welcome.
Soil Publication No. 6 - Supplementary Glossary of Soil Science
Terms as used in Australia.
This Society publication, compiled by Messrs. Beckmann, Crack
and Prebble is to accompany this issue of Soils News. A limited
number of conies are available to members on request.
11th Conference of the International Society of Soil Science Edmonton.
A first announcement pamphlet is to accompany this issue of
Soils News. The organising Committee for f.his Congress are to
introduce some important innovations regarding presentation and
circulation of the Congress Transactions to intending participants.
Although further copies of this announcement are available from the
Federal Secretary, any further enquiries should be made to:
11th ISSS Congress,
Box 73, Sub. 11,
University of Alberta,
Edmonton, Canada T6G 2L0
New Zealand Society of Soil Science
Following a visit to the Dominion by our own Federal President
(see Presidential report), it was agreed that this Society would
maintain contact with the New Zealand Society, which also produces
a newsletter, "New Zealand Soil News". As it appears that a membership of some 400 can maintain their newsletter on a two-monthly
basis, one would have to admit that their membership is more active
than this continent's. Later editions of Soils News will contain
items of mutual interest.

5.
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Mailing Address of Members.
A list of members as at 30/6/76 is to accompany this edition
of Soils News, under By-lav/ 21 of the Constitution. Members are
urged to check this list and advise their Branch Secretary of any
necessary alterations.
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Proxy Delegates, 1976-78.
Further to the list of members of the Executive of Federal
Council, the following Riverina Branch members have been representing the Branch Presidents at Council meetings;
A.C.T. Branch
N.S.W. Branch
Oueensland
South Australia
Western Australia
Victoria

Dr. R..R. Storrier
Mr. R., J. Crouch
Dr. W..A. Muirhead
Mr. J..A. Thompson
Mr. A.. van der Lelij
Mr. G..J. Osborne

(Riverina Branch is formally represented on Federal Council by Dr.
P.R. Cary who carries the further load of Federal Treasurer.)
8.

Treasurer's Reports.
The Hon. Federal Treasurer has asked that all members assist
him by ensuring that they become financial, particularly with the
case of subscriptions for A.J.S.R. and members of the I.S.S.S.
The financial reports of the outgoing Federal Treasurer are
presented herein:
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AUSTRALIAN SOCIETY OF SOIL SCIENCE INCORPORATED
FEDERAL COUNCIL

Treasurer's Report for the year 1 July 1975 to 30 June 1976

MEMBERSHIP A N D SUBSCRIPTION D E T A I L S

Branch

Total

New Members
Ord. Student

70/71

71/72

Paid
72/73
73/74

74/75

75/76

76/77

Not
Financial

A.C.T.

64

4

1

64

3

1

N.S.W.

84

10

10

68

3

15

O/Seas

20

1

3

16

127

14

5

96

3

15

43

5

7

31

2

9

S.A.

104

2

13

86

6

14

Vic.

80

8

17

61

5

13

W.A.

74

3

6

54

Total

596

47

62

476

Qld.
Riverina

4

I

2

3

5

3

17

20

87

The Society's audited Balance Sheet and Statements of Receipts and Expenditure for the various accounts lor
the 1975/76 financial year are attached. Membership continues to grow steadily, but the 15% of unlinancial
members remains a cause for concern. The Society's finances, however, are in a satisfactory stale.

G.M. Dimmock (Honorary federal Treasurer)

AUSTRALIAN SOCIETY OF SOIL SCIENCE INCORPORATED - FEDERAL COUNCIL
Balance Sheet as at 30/6/76

ASSETS

LABILITIES

General Funds
Cash
Current A/c Bank of N.S.W.,
Floreat Forum Branch

3.84
3963.37

Accumulated funds brought forward

6621.99

Add
Genei al A/c
txcess icceipts over expenditure

968.74
7590.73

Special (Monograph) Account
Cash
Commonwealth Savings Bank ol Aust.
Savings Investment A/c No. A272,
Wembley, W.A.

65.90

Less Monogiaph A/c
Excess expenditure, over receipts
3036.23

521.39
4.5 54.50
4554.50

I have examined the Books of Account ol the Australian Society ol Soil Science Incorporated as at 30th June, 1976 and I certify the
financial position as described in the above statement is correct.

Prepared by G.M. Dimmock

J. | ems

Honorary Federal Treasurer

(Honoiary Auditor)

AUSTRALIAN SOCIETY OF SOIL SCIENCE INCORPORATED - FEDERAL COUNCIL
Petty Cash Account 1/7/76 to 30/6/76

RECEIPTS

PAYMENTS

Balance 1 /7/75
Cash
By cheque
No. 13733
No. 13739
No.204857
No.204860

.47

20.00
20.00
30.00
10.00

88.47

Postage
Telephone
Exchange on

63.74
7.40

l/S cheques
Engraving

4.14

Prescott Medal
Refreshments lor
Biennial General Meeting

1.80
7.55

Balance 30/6/76
Cash

3.84
5.47

I have examined the Books of Account of the Australian Society o f Soil Science Incorporated as at 30th | une, 1976 and I
certify the financial position as described in the above statement is correct.

Prepared by G.M. Dimmock
Honorary I ederal Treasurer

J. jervis
(Honorary Auditor)

Lr-.evltabiv paper quality and presentation prowess covered a wide
:•"• and even the subiecf matter was remarkab.lv divers^, notwith".'•rHlinp ' he apparently narrow context of the guide! ines. bach
• calcr was given an IC assessment at the beginning of his talk by
cc-ens of ,.; multiple-choice lectern. The results were indicated by a
b.'tery of flashing lights, beams, snots, and projections and in cases
.a" Joubt the speaker was allowed to call Clod on a telephone attached
:o the lectern. This interesting element will probably be ommittod
in future.
A great deal of hard work by the organizers culminated in a riotously successful conference dinner at the Hotel Australia high above
the city lights. It was presided over by the ISSS President of Commission 1, Prof. Dr. De Boodt. The last delegates rear-lied their bods
at 4 am after checking out the structural authenicitv of Adelaide's
topless waitresses.
Those unable to attend these meetings missed an educating
experience
i'o be published in full by dohn Wiley and Co,
A.S.S.S. Inc. A.C.T. Branch, Canberra Conference, 1977.
Following on from the Soil Conferences organised over the last
two years by the N.S.W. and Riverina Branches, the A.C.T. Branch is
to hold a further one, intended to cover local research interests in
Soil Science. Papers will be presented and discussed on Thursday
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19th and Friday 20th May, and a field session will be held at
Captain's Flat and the Braidwood district on Saturday, the 21st May.
Conference costs will be approximately;
Fee
$7.00
Dinner
$5.00
with accommodation available at John XXIII College, A.N.U. Canberra
for full board at $18.00 per day.
Further information is available from the Conference Secretary,
Dr. B.N. Gardiner, Dept. of Forestry, A.N.U., Box 4, Canberra, 2600,
who is requesting early replies from those intending to contribute
or attend.
3. A.S.S.S. Inc., N.S.W. Branch Symposium, Land Resource Evaluation in
New South Wales, Sydney, 1976.
On February 20th, the N.S.W. Branch held a one-day Symposium at
the University of New South Wales to bring together people involved
in as many aspects of environmental studies in N.S.W. as possible,
and to improve communications between them. One hundred and twenty
five persons from 17 N.S.W. State Government Departments, 4 CSIRO
Divisions, 3 Universities, several local authorities and many private consultants attended. The professional interests represented
ranged from surveyors, geologists, foresters, soil scientists and
conservationists to landscape architects, architects, town planners
and local government officers.
The morning session was devoted to papers describing the basic
ways in which land resource data were collected and presented by
N.S.W. organisations, Papers given were - "Aims and applications of
land resource surveys" by P.A. Burrough, (University of N.S.W.):
"Which Map?" by F. Urban (Central Mapping Authority): "The use of
computers in resource mapping" by F. Hoschke (Forestry Commission):
"Geology and land resource evaluation" by W. Chesnut (Geological
Survey): "The functions and format of land inventory surveys" by
L.D. Longworth and K.A. Styles (Soil Conservation Service): and
"Air photograph interpretation in forest resource inventory" by R.
Squire (Forestry Commission).
The afternoon session concerned the application of land resource
data to practical land use problems and the question of how resource
data users appreciated and made use of the land resource surveys made
within the State. Papers given were - "Physiographic units and land
resource data - a user's viewpoint" by A.D. O'Brien (Department of
Agriculture): "Evaluation of landscape stability for urban development" by J.A. Quilty (Soil Conservation Service): "Land Resource
evaluation - a user's viewpoint" by G. McKenzie (NSW Planning and
Environment Commission): "Maps - their use in environmental studies"
by T. van Kempen (Dames and Moore Pty. Ltd.): and "The South Coast
Study - an exercise in comprehensive regional land use planning" by
J.J. Basinski, K.D. Cocks and R.J. Millington (CSIRO Division of Land
Use Research).
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These papers, together with an edited transcript of the discussions are now available from the NSW Branch at the following address:
c/- Soil Conservation Service of N.S.W.,
Box R201 Royal Exchange P.O.,
Sydney, N.S.W. 2001
The published Proceedings can be obtained at a cost of $2.50 each.
Cheques and money orders should be payable to the Society.
4. A.S.S.S. Inc. Riverina Branch, advance notice, Symposium on the
Ilydrogeology of the Riverine Plain.
The Riverina Branch intend to hold this Symposium on Thursday
afternoon and Friday (28th and 29th July, 1977) at CSIRO Division
of Irrigation Research, Griffith, N.S.W.
Further details will be made available in the near future and
any enquiries should be directed to the Branch Secretary.
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Robyn Polkinghorne (nee Pyra) previous Secretary to the Riverina
Branch and co-organiser of the successful 1976 Wagga Conference, lias
forsaken the air conditioned soil chemistry laboratory at Yanco Researcli
Station to take up wifely duties at Mouiamein. As one of the few female
members of this region, her active presence will be missed, although it
is hoped Robyn can attend the Deniliquin meetings and keep in touch for
some time.

J,A. PRESCOTT AWARD FOR SOIL SCIENCE,

19 77.

The d.A. Prescott Medal is awarded by the Australian Society of
Soil Science inc. to a person, not necessarily a Society member, who
has made an outstanding contribution to Australian soil science. Nominations are judged primarily on the nominee's standing in the research,
administrative or teaching fields of soil science. The nominee's work
should have had significant effect in one or other of these fields, and
would be expected to have had more than usual influence on his colleagues.
Neither volume of publication, nor service to the Society are likely to
be decisive aspects of the award.
Unsuccessful nominations are not automatically carried forward,
but this does not preclude renomination of a candidate.

1.

Submission of a candidate for the award shall be accompanied by a
supporting case.

2.

Kach nomination shall be prepared by a nominator and seconder and
supported by the signature of three other financial members of the
Soc i e ty .

1.

Three copies of each nomination and supporting case shall be submitted in a sealed envelope to the Honorary Secretary of the Society
not later than 30th April.

Nominations for the 1977 award should reach Mr. C. Batten,
Honorary Secretary, Australian Society Incorporated, Agricultural
Research Institute, Wagga Wagga, N.S.W., 2650, not later than 30th
April, 1977.

Mr. G.I). Bowen (S.A.), Mr. R.K. Rowe (Vic), and Dr. J.S. Russell
(Queensland).

m.
POT STIRRER'S SECTION!!
I t was d i s a p p o i n t i n g t o t h e Ibid i t o r (Ljaasit ISLW& ciimr remit]) titaatt ns©
r e p l y was f o r t h c o m i n g t© t h e thotuigltatifiml l e t t e r ito tilne EsSiLtor iLrm Kunmlhxeir
38 of S o i l s Slews. S o , a s w e l l a s a p l e a t© r e a d e r s t o o o a s U e r t:tae
m a t t e r a g a i n , tine f o l l o w i n g i s o f f e r e d ! to I m i t i L a t e .-Siraroe cdisciQuarse,, >ew.en
i f t h i s N e w s l e t t e r h i t s yotmr d e s k f o r two Ibrief p e r i o d s iper y e a r ;
1.

t h a t s o i l s c i e n c e a s a d i s c i p l i n e foas made HKO $Isgimiff Learnt p r o g r e s s
i n the past decade

2.

t h a t i n t e r d e p a r t m e n t a l , i n t e r s t a t e and o u t e r — c o l l e g i a t e r i v a l r y has
c r e a t e d an e v e r i n c r e a s i n g l y i n e f f i c i e n t c o m p e t i t i o n f o r fiurnuls aimd
o t h e r r e s o u r c e s , t o t h e d e t r i m e n t of s c i e n t i f i c p r o g r e s s .

3.

t h a t t h e r o l e of f e m a l e s c i e n t i s t s i n t h i s d i s c i p l i n e h a s n o t Ibeem
effective.

To whet t h e a p p e t i t e of a l l f r e e l a n c e d e v i l ' s a d v o c a t e s , f e m i n i s t s ,
n e o - b u r e a u c r a t s and t h e E s t a b l i s h m e n t , t h e f o l l o w i n g i s p r e s e n t e d (sniff—
i c i e n t room w i l l a l w a y s b e a v a i l a b l e f o r d i s c o u r s e on any of t h e s e i t e r e s ,
o r any you mav w i s h t o b r i n g u p ) :

THE ECONOMIC APPROACH TO SOIL CONSERVATION
3 . a * B. Ma r s h";:
This article is intended to put a cat among the soil conservation
research pigeons in the hope that traditional soil conservation research
might be questioned more deeply.
Economies in soil conservation can relate to the costs and benefits of using soil conservation works but this aspect is not considered
in this article. The aspect of concern is the economic effect of soil
erosion related to costs or benefits of alternative management practices
which contribute to erosion.
In December 1975 and February 1976 a state c.fficer assisted with
a Federal soil conservation study. During collation of the details of
soil conservation research returned JErora the soil conservation organisations, it was revealed that Western Australia was the only State In
which the economic effect of soil erosion was being studied. At a
meeting of a few research officers from Queensland, Victoria, South
Australia and Western Australia it was determined that the highest
priority soil conservation research need was the investigation of magnitude of soil loss and its economic effect.
Thus it has been revealed that only one soil conservation organisation in Australia seems to be pursuing the most important soil conservation research objective. This might not be a fair assessment of
the situation. The details of research activities were put together
rather hurriedly In each State and no detail was received from New South
Hales because it was not involved in the Study. The research officers
who met in Canberra to determine priorities were a small, oossibly non-
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representative group.
It was put to this group that there appeared to be two extremes
of research style in Australia, typified in the Queensland and Western
Australian approaches.
Briefly stated, the Queensland approach is based on the difficulty
of placing research thickly enough on the ground to be reliable in use.
The alternative is to assess important parameters at the site of concern
and to determine mathematically what effects will result from a change
in management. This approach, using the Universal Soi] Loss Equation
(U.S.L.E.) requires information as to the effects on soil loss of various soil, environment and use factors. The Queensland research is
oriented towards collecting data for use in the U.S.L.E-.
Western Australia bases a part, of its approach on the need to
feed economic data, relevant to soil erosion, into farm budgets to
overcome the effect that short term economics has on intensity of management. The aim is to collect data on representative soils, on the
magnitude of soil loss under various regimes and to relate this to the
short and long term effects of comparable soil loss on economic productivity.
The Queensland approach provides data of use in decision making.
The data is of a type which shows that one management practice might
cause more soil loss than another. The critical failing of this approach
is that economic considerations can nevertheless bring about adoption of
the practice which causes most soil loss. The other States, apart from
Western Australia, use the same basic approach but without the refinement of the U.S.L.E. The Western Australian approach provides more
precise economic information which can be used in decision making. In
cases where internal farm policy may be based on the higher net returns
from a depleting practice, the data is still of use to the community to
enable it to develop strategies which might help make internal farm
policies compatible with external long term community needs.
The question must arise: "Are the -conditions in Western Australia
so different that the contrast in research approach results from this
difference?"
In Western Australia soil erosion due to the practice of fallowing
and the lack of improved pastures was arrested during the fifti.es over
very large areas by the widespread adoption of clover ley rotations.
Soil Conservation .advisers found no difficulty in extending wise management because the economic advantages were generally known and there was
no need to research the soil loss side of the story. More recently,
economic pressure has tended to favour soil depleting management of
crops and stock. In the face of economic arguments, use of the soil
conservation philosophy that soil is a non renewable basic asset is not
effective. Soil Conservation advisers seek information on the. effects
of intensive practices, particularly long term economic effects.
Soil conservation research in Western Australia is mainly oriented
towards measurement of soil loss magnitude and its economic effect relative to the various management practices which affect the rate of
erosion.

18.
Some of the research is into comparative effects because techniques do not exist which enable acquisition of more precise data,
Such information is still useful in decision making, but more precise
economic information being sought should eventually be suitable for
feeding into farm budget calculations.
Research techniques and instruments suitable for economic investigations are lacking and limit the scope and usefulness of research.
There is a need to develop techniques and instruments as soon as possible to permit effective research,.
There is no uniformity of style and technique in soil 'conservation
research throughout Australia and any further divergent evolution will
make communication and interchange of ideas more and more difficult.
There are so few research workers in this field that they must help each
other if they wish to achieve optimum results. ihere is an urgent need
tor such contact and co-ordination.
Judging from the literature and research worker inventories the
Western Australian approach is unique. To overcome thus situation,
should it be substantially confirmed in any discussion arising from
this article, the discussion should be widened and workshop style meetings arranged to overcome the severe isolation that exists.

'•'• Research Officer, Western Australian Department of Agriculture.
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EFFECT OF WETTING
AND M O I S T U R E

METHOD

ON THE STRUCTURAL

CHARACTERISTICS

OF SOIL

STABILITY

ACGREGATES

T.S. Abbott*
Air-drv 0.25 to 0.5 mm aggregates of eight soils having a wide
range of clay content and structural stability to wetting were wetted
by immersion for 1 hour and 24 hours, by slow wetting to - 1 J/kg followed by immersion, and by slow wetting to - 1 J/kg only. Then structural stability \\;as estimated by aggregate analysis which involved immersion in water and gentle shaking. Also, draining moisture characteristics of the immersed aggregates were determined.
For soils that slake but disoerse only slightlv the major factor
affecting aggregation is the pressure Potential at immersion; aggregates
wetted to - 1 J/kg prior to immersion have much higher aggregation than
the air-dry aggregates. Further investigation of one soil showed that
there is an optimum Dressure potential of about - 10 J/kg for which
structural stabilitv to immersion is greatest.
For slaking, dispersing soils the time of immersion and total time
of wetting are more important factors than the pressure potential at
immersion. However the latter does have an effect that is somewhat the
reverse to that observed for the slaking, non-dispersing soils; there is
a pressure potential ol about - 700 J/kg for which structural stability
to wetting is least.
It is concluded that slaking, non-dispersing topsoils should be
as wot as nossible (UP to around field canacity) when surface Irrigated,
whereas slaking, dispersing topsoils should be as dry as possible (down
to about - 100 kJ/kg).
Values of gravimetric moisture content in the draining moisture
characteristics are higher following immersion of air-dry aggregate than
following immersion of aggregates at - 1 J/kg because of greater structural breakdown in the former than in the latter. The effect increases
as the pressure potential increases and as the clay content of the
aggregates increases, except for the dispersing soils. It is concluded
that the value of the pressure notential below which the soil's structural condition has little effect on the draining moisture characteristic
is about - 100 J/kg for soils with low clay content (less than 20%).
However for clayey soils the value is at least - 300 J/kg, possibly as
low as - 1.0 kJ/kg.
A

Biological and Chemical Research Institute, N.S.W. Department of
Agriculture, P.M.B. 10, Rydalmere, 1I.S.W. 2116

21.
DIFFUSION

AND

SIEVING

OF SALT IN RIVERINA

SUBSOIL

CLAY

A.V. Blackmore *
There are regions near wet clay surfaces from which anions are
excluded because of the negative charge on the clay. In small pores
bounded by clay particles, these regions may overlap and close off the
pore to the diffusion of anions, and therefore salt, in exactly the same
way that they cause salt sieving within a membrane of oriented clay.
Experiments with leaching columns show how with sodium ions to maximize
the surface effects, mush salt is prevented from passing narrow regions
of the soils fabric and thereby is trapped within the structure. In the
presence of calcium ions, either from the beginning or by means of exchange with gypsum leachant, the regions of anion exclusion are suppressed and salt diffuses freely from the fine structure units. The
permeability and flocculation effects of ion type and concentration are
avoided by the use of highly subplastic subsoil material. In the field,
the natural forces of confinement should take the place, at least partially, of the "cement" in the subplastics to allow applicability of the
proposed model.
* CSIRO, Division of Soils, P.O. Box 639, Canberra City, A.C.T. 2601

SOIL

STRATIGRAPHY

AND P E D O G E N E S I S

IN W E S T E R N

N.S.W.

T. Dare-Edwards *
Soil stratigraphy has emerged as one tool for assembling LateQuaternary sediments into relative chronology. Absolute chronology
provided by the dated stratigraphy of the Willandra Lakes provides an
opportunity where the real value of soil stratigraphy may be tested.
Lunette soils have been used to study the rates, processes and degree
of soil organization. Careful selection of site to control variability
due to topographic position, parent material and age has allowed a
factorial approach to pedogenesis to be used. One of the type sites is
described.
The soil is classed as a solonetz, Db3.13, developed at a crestal
site upon a gypsum rich, calcareous subplastic clay dune, dated at
15,500 years B.P. Preliminary results from the chemical analysis and
macromorphological data show the principal processes are the removal of
soluble salts from the solum, the development of gypsum and carbonate
horizons, the breakdown of pelletal clay into a plastic condition, the
separation of a sandy loam A horizon, and the oxidation with little redistribution of the sesquioxides in the A and B horizons.
These results will allow comparisons to be made with soils from
the same or other pedoderms, but with variations in the site and/or
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24.
DEVELOPMENTS

IN M O D E L L I N G

FERTILIZER

RESPONSE

K.R. Helyar and D.P. Godden
A model describing plant or animal response to fertilizers and
which enables partitioning of fertilizer inputs between inputs required
to balance losses and inputs required to increase soil reserves, has
been developed. The theory is an extension of the "Decide" model of
fertilizer response developed in Western Australia.
Three basic functions are utilised in the theory; a function describing the fertilizer response curve, a function describing the residual value of a nutrient and a relation which describes nutrient losses
from the production system as a function of yield. The three functions
have been used to develop a new approach to the economic evaluation of
fertilizer response. In this approach, nutrient reserves and additions
to or subtraction from these reserves are treated as capital resources
and capital resource transactions. Fertilizer required to balance
nutrient losses from the production system, is the only fertilizer
addition treated as a variable cost.
Special Research Agronomist and Economist, N.S.W. Department of
Agriculture, Agricultural Research Centre, Wollongbar, N.S.W. 2480

MAINTENANCE

OF

SOIL

UNDER

NITROGEN
CLOVER-LEY

AND

PHOSPHORUS

LEVELS

FARMING

G..I. Osborne, G.D. Batten and G.D. Kohn
Soil nitrogen and phosphorus levels were determined at the completion of both the grazing and cropping phases of a superphosphate
fertilizer management study.
In the grazing phase nitrogen accumulated at an average rate of
59 kg/ha per surface 10 cm/yr. Increasing levels of superphosphate
tending to restrict the rate of build-up of nitrogen, because of its
effects on encouraging the grass component of the pasture. Under cropping the nitrogen level in the surface 10 cm of soil declined at a rate
approximating to 60 kg N/ha/yr, with only 30 kg/N/ha/yr being removed
by the crop.
Two methods of ensuring greater efficiency in the use of soil
nitrogen are suggested. The first relates to decreased levels of cultivation in the cropping phase of the rotation and the second to the commencement of the cropping phase of the rotation while the pasture is
still clover dominant, so as to ensure adequate levels of nitrogen for
the crops, and decrease the competition effects of grass weeds.
Soil phosphorus status was only maintained during the pasture
phase of the study by the annual addition of 125 kg superphosphate/ha.
Because of the danger of a 'run-down" in soil phosphate reserves
in the absence of pasture topdressing soil phosphate levels need to be
assessed regularly and/or shorter rotations adopted.

25.
PHOSPHORUS

SOIL

TESTING

FOR

OILSEED

RAPE

G.J. Osborne and G.D. Batten
There is little published work on the nitrogen and phosphorus
requirements of oilseed rape under Australian conditions. Two experiments were conducted at Wagga Wagga to examine the phosphorus and
nitrogen requirements of oilseed rape and the value of a soil test for
phosphorus as a predictor of yield response to applied phosphorus.
At medium levels of total soil nitrogen (0.100-0.120 nor cent)
in the presence or absence of applied superphosphate the modi! ied
Mehlich (Smith and Spence, 1974) extraction of 'available' soil phosphate was related to the yield of oilseed rape. In the presence ot
applied superphosphate the relationship tended to be less predictable
at the higher levels of soil phosphate.
While the addition of nitrogen (70 kg N) to soil low in nitrogen
increased the yield by amounts up to 750 kg/ha the fertilizer nitrogen
was unab le to consistently increase yields above 17 50 kg/ha.
Under conditions of high total soil nitrogen (0.125-0.145 pencent) in the presence or absence of applied superphosphate, the modified Mehlich (Smith and Spence 1974) estimate of 'available' soil phosphate was also closely related to the yield of oilseed rape. However
the addition of nitrogen fertilizer (70 kg N) depressed yields. In the
absence of drilled superphosphate a yield in excess of 2000 kg/ha was
obtained on a soil with an 'available' phosphate level of 20 ppm. However, the role of soil 'available' phosphorus was negligible when 12 5250 kg superphosphate/ha was applied with the crop. With the present
price of rapeseed (about $150/1000 kg) the cost of using 250 kg super/
ha could be justified.
The results indicate that oilseed rape should be grown as the
first crop after a legume based pasture when the total soil nitrogen
in the surface 10 cm exceeds 0.125 per cent.
The Mehlich soil test for 'available' phosphorus was a useful
indicator of the yield response of oilseed rape to soil and fertilizer
phosphorus in a red earth soil.
Research Officers, Agricultural Research Institute, Wagga Wagga.

HEAVY

METAL

TOXICITY

OF CAPTAINS

PROBLEMS

FLAT MINING

IN THE
AREA,

RECLAMATION
N.S.W.

Barry Craze
Tailings dumped at Captains Flat containing large quantities of
heavy metals (zinc, lead, copper), iron and sulphur, are being covered
by successive layers of clay, rock and soil in order to decrease pollution flowing into the Molonglo River.
The construction of trial embankments showed that mine wastes accidently
incorporated by machinery in the soil layer or deposited on the soil
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surface by workmen's boots, caused a complete failure of re-vegetation
on the affected area.
Pot trial results showed that plants could be successfully established on soil contaminated with up to 40/' of tailings, provided
lime was applied at rates of 18 - 30 t ha . They also showed that
germination and establishment of Wimmera rye-grass seeds were adversely
affected by heavy metals in the soil-slimes solution, unless the sowing
was delayed until the heavv metals had been precipitated by the application of lime.
Soils Investigations Officer, Soil Conservation Research Centre,
Cowra.

SUMMARIES OF TALKS TO BRANCHES
SOIL, WATER,

PLANT

(by S.T. Willatt to the Annual Meeting of Victorian Branch)
The main theme of this talk was to discuss the rationale of work
being undertaken at Iowa State University, Iowa, USA on root growth and
wa tcr uptake of sovbeans.
Iowa is one of the Mid-West states of the USA and is primarily
concerned with agriculture. Out of a state area of 35 million acres,
17 million acres were planted to maize and soybeans in 1974 when the
total value of crop production (all crops) was AUS $3.65 x 10 . Total
Australian crop production in 1974 was AUS $3.10 x 10 '. Iowa is third
in the USA in croD production behind California and Illinois. Large
numbers of cattle, pigs and poultry are also produced.
Soils consist in the main of two types, those derived under glacial action and the other deposited by the wind. The loess soils in
Western Iowa are deep profiles (Ida silt loam) relatively uniform in
texture to depths of 2.5 m with uniform density and water availability.
A water table at the site under discussion did not occur above this
2.5 m depth.
Water in the agriculture areas is known to drain below the root
zone of plants on an annual basis i.e. precipitation>evapotranspiration.
In most growing seasons, however, water deficits occur sometimes at
critical periods and plant growth and yield are consequently reduced.
In experimental work it has been shown that 2 cm of extra water as rainfall in the latter part of the season can improve yields by about 150 Kg
of soybeans or 200 Kg of maize per hectare. A potential source of water
that is available for plant use does occur in the soil profile below
root depth. To make this water available it can either be moved to the
plant or the roots can be extended to explore these deeper soil layers
and obtain an extra 2 cm of water a depth of 20 cm of soil should be
explored. This is the background to the work being done by Dr. Howard
Taylor of USDA and in which I took an active part in 1975/1976.
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vaish eay soil away sirom the t.' r •: "> f: r; La a 0,5 am thi"k .layer arid count iny,
tnem La multiples or 0.5 can ia a J cm a a (a; pattern within a .'00 cm a
100 am trame, The number of roots measured by this technique were less
than that measured by the monolith method.. Roots Less tnan 0.03 cm in
diameter were difficult to observe against the soil.
In 1975 roots at this site were traced to 2.5 m at the end of the
growing season.
When studying water uptake by the crop at this site the following
two questions were asked:
"Are deep roots more effective in taking up water than the shallow
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roots?"

and,

"Where are the roots in relation to active water uptake zones?"
Soil water profiles were obtained using a neutron water meter and hydraulic gradients, hydraulic conductivity and water flux data were obtained using tensiometers. In drier soil the hydraulic gradient was
obtained using water retentivity curves of the soils from the experimental site. Quantative root length data obtained from the root studies
were combined with water extraction data and water uptake per unit length
of root was obtained.
This data showed that water uptake by roots in the 50 to 75 cm,
125 to 150 cm and 150 to 175 cm layer was nearly constant at similar
water contents, but in the 175 to 200 cm layer much larger values (four
times greater) were obtained. Total root length at this depth was lower
and therefore less interaction occurred between adjacent roots for water.
The zone of maximum water uptake which is behind the root tip may also
be more important when roots reach this depth. Similar data with soybeans had also been found in southern Minnesota (approximately 200 Kms
from the Iowa site).
Water extraction and depth of rooting has been discussed fairly
extensively in recent years. It appears that there is conflicting evidence which suggests water can be transported from below the root zone
to the roots and also that roots occur below the zone of active water
uptake. In general it seems that with annual crops roots extend below
the zone of water uptake in the early part of the growing season but in
the later part of the season water could come from below this root zone.
In the experiment carried out in Western Iowa evidence suggests that
roots early in the season grew below the zone of active water uptakewhile in the later part of the season water uptake and rooting depth
were coincident.

SOILS AND

SOIL

CONSERVATION

(by P.E.V. Charman to N.S.W. Branch)
The rather general nature of the title of this talk probably
masks the intention behind it which was to describe recent developments
in soils investigations in the Soil Conservation Service of N.S.W.
The Service was established about the time of the second world
war, due to the increasing awareness of soil erosion as a major problem
affecting rural land in the state. The operations of the Service gathered momentum after that war, and as early as 1948 a plant hire scheme
was initiated to enable farmers to hire equipment for the construction
of erosion control measures. Where mechanical treatment was not appropriate, vegetative methods were applied to stabilize the land surface.
Thus the early emphasis in the Service's work was, of necessity, of a
"surgical" nature.
The design of works was based on climatic data, and the vegetative methods used depended heavily on the selection of appropriate
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plant species suitable for soil conservation purposes. Investigations
in the early years thus had a strong meteorological and agrostological
bias.
After ten years of the plant hire scheme a number of problems in
the use of soil as a construction material had shown up. Prominent
amongst these was the tunnelling problem in dispersible soils and the
cracking problem in swelling soils.
The tunnelling problem mainly manifested itself in soil conservation structures built from dispersible soil in sub-optimal conditions.
Slow seepage would develop which removed clay particles and eventually
led to failure of the structure. The phenomenon was also recognized as
a more natural form of erosion in certain areas, and referred to as
field tunnelling. The problem was tackled by first developing a laboratory test for the recognition of dispersible soils, and then by investigating methods of overcoming the failures by using model dams. Amelioration of the soils with lime or gypsum was found to be one way of
reducing failures, due to the replacement, by calcium ions, of the exchangeable sodium responsible for the high dispersibility. The most
important factor, however, was found to be the compaction level achieved
at construction. The importance of good construction techniques aiming
for high compaction, and the possibilities in soil amelioration, have
formed the basis for a considerable reduction in failures since then.
In more recent years the field tunnelling problem has been given more
attention. Also the wider implications of soil dispersibility as it
relates to the instability or erodibility of soils has been more fully
recognized.
The cracking problem occurs mainly on the black soils of the north
west which have high clay contents of the montmorillonite type. Such
soils, when used in banks built for soil conservation purposes, tend to
dry out and crack severely in dry weather. At the onset of intense
summer storms such structures fill with runoff and may fail if cracks
do not seal rapidly. Field research has established the importance of
bank size and shape in controlling this problem, and also the great need
for regular earthwork maintenance, particularly in arable areas.
The cracking nature of these Ug 5.1 soils also gives rise to
problems of pasture establishment on soil conservation earthworks as
well as over broad acres. The investigations in this area have so far
concentrated on species selection and germination studies. In the latter field success has been achieved with certain species whose germinating seeds appear to have the ability to withstand a^period of moisture
stress, and resume active growth when moisture again becomes available.
The attention given to the soil problems of dispersibility and
cracking in the late fifties and early sixties had two broad benefits
for the Service apart from those directly related to the problems themselves. These were, firstly, the increasing involvement in soil testing, due to the need to establish laboratory criteria for identifying
dispersible and cracking soils. Secondly, the development of expertise
in soil survey, due to the need for recognizing and mapping areas of
these soils in the field.
During the late sixties, following the successful earlier develop-
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raent of a soil conservation farm planning scheme and the Services'
wider involvement in the prevention of soil erosion, the accent in the
Service's operations moved more towards one of land use. The farm planning scheme, based on assessment of the capability of land consistent
with its need for protection, showed a demand for more objective soil
data on which to base land capabi]itv decisions. There was also demand
for better soils information to assist in the planning of, and in the
design of works for, soil conservation projects. Projects involve
areas treated on a whole catchment basis, and soil surveys became an
increasingly important part of their execution.
Another development, which took place in 1971, was the commencement or a scheme to provide technical manuals for soil conservationist.-;
in all parts of the state.
These manuals comprise a complete natural
resource inventory including geology, climate, topography, soils, vegetation, land use and erosion as well as chapters covering soil conservation technology relevant to each district in the State. The section
on soils naturallv proved to be one of the most important, and as existing surveys were particularly deficient or non-existent in some areas
soil surveys had to be carried out by the Service's own soils research
staft.
A full, state coverage is expected to be eonnleted bv 19H0 at a
scale ot 1 : 2 5'), 000.
Soil classification was a subject which, was given considerable
attention in the earlv seventies, because of. its relevance to soil
survev.
The North* ote Factual Kev had already been used for a number
ot vears bv some ol fleers, and its util itv in soil conservation work
was o\ particular interest. Alter a review in !97i it was decided to
adopt an extended principal profile iorin as the standard method of soil
classification.
The. majority of soil conservationists felt that many
of the soil properties used in the kev were nertinent to soil conservation, and it was therefore more practically useful than other methods.
The extension adopted covered additional properties of the surface horizon - its texture, structure and depth.
For example Dr 2.23 - 3/1/20
would be a Dr 2.23 soil with a surface texture of loam, surface structure slightly7 pedal and with an "A" horizon 20 cm deep (using Factual
The Great Soil Group system is still
Kev definition and groupsings).
considered valuable and a set of correlations is used, whilst acknow1edg i ng its 1imi ta t ions.
Earlv attempts to provide more objective soil data for land capability and soil conservation planning decisions naturally evolved around
the concept of soil credibility.
The practical success which had been
achieved with the use of the Dispersal index test, in recognizing dispersiblo soils prone to tunnelling, prompted the idea that a combination
of laboratory tests for erodibility might also be developed.
However,
with the increasing involvement in the field study and classification
of soils, the concept of an index based on simply assessed properties
was the one which finally came to fruition. Mr. G. Hamilton of the
Cowra Research Centre has developed an erodibility index which is currently on trial within the Service. The index is based on the textural,
structural, dispersibility and infiltration properties of soils, and
applies to individual horizons.
It remains to be determined whether
or not a "whole soil" index can be usefully developed.
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Hamilton's index is of the form:
E = D.T.S.
^I.C.K.
where

D

=

Dispersibility

I

=

Infiltrability

T

=

Texture

C

=

Infiltration capacity

S

=

Structure

K

=

Hydraulic conductivity

Expressed in this form, it accentuates the importance of high
dispersibility, coarse texture and high pedality to the erodibility of
soils in general; and of good infiltration properties to their stability.
It is emphasized that the use of the index is at an experimental stage
at the present time and considerable practical testing and detailed
research is required before it can be fully utilized in soil conservation design and planning work.
In recent years the Service has become very widely involved in
land use planning and soil conservation problems in areas removed from
pastoral and cropping lands. Urban soil conservation, freeway development and restoration of mined land are just a few examples of current
interest. However, the organization still recognizes the great importance of soil erosion as a problem on rural farming and grazing lands
and still maintains the majority of its operations in this area.
Soil investigations are becoming increasingly important, particularly in the urban field. A number of soil surveys have now been
carried out to assist with urban planning in such areas as BathurstOrange and Albury-Wodonga growth centres, and in such growing towns as
Wagga, Grafton and Gosford. Soil conservation plans, both on individual
properties and in project areas, are being increasingly based on soil
surveys and objective definition of soil properties. Soil research is
continuing in the fields of problem soil definition and treatment, soil
amelioration and soil survey technology. Of particular interest are
the infiltration and erodibility properties of soils with a view to the
greater use of objective soil data xn soil conservatxon technology and
planning.
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